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The ProbabflJstic Structures Analysis Methods (PSAM) program integrates state-of-the-art
probabilistic algorithms with structural analysis methods in order to quantify the behavior of
SSME sumcturcs subject to uncertain loadings, boundary conditions, material parameters and
geometric conditions. The initial 5-year program focused on advanced software to analyze
probabitistic structural response. The second 5-year phase of PSAM is focusing on component
and syst=m structural reliability, material resistance, and risk, and on system •
qualification/certification, and health monitoring.
An advanced, efficient probabilistic structural analysis software program, NESSUS
(Numerical Evaluation of Stochastic Structures Under Sutss) has be_n developed as a
deliverable for this program. NESSUS contains a number of integrated softwar¢ components to
perform probabilistic analysis of complex smactur_s, see Figure 1. A nonlinear fmit¢ element
module NESSUS/FEM is used to model the su'ucmm and obtain su'uctural sensitivities. Sotm of
the capabilities of NESSUS/FEM are shown in Figure 2. A Fast Probability Integration modal=
NESSUS/FPI estimates the probability given the structural sensitivities. A driver module,
PFEM, couples the FEM and FPI modules.
NESSUS, version 5.0, released in January 1991, addresses component reliability,
resistance and risk. Recent enhancements includ_ the development and implementation of
advanced probabi]istic algorithms to compute strucuua] reliability, material resistance mod¢ls
including user defined resistance, and the risk of failure based on the consequences or severity of
a failure.
The Advanced Mean Value with iterations (AMV+) algorithm has been shown to be very
effective in obtaining accurate and efficient probabilistic solutions. The AMV+ algorithms arc
intended to minimize the number of finite element calculations needed, yet provide an accurate
solution even at very high or low probabilities, i.e. in the tails of the distribution. Figure 3 shows
the cumulative distribution function, CDF, of an elastic perfectly plastic cylinder under internal
load. The nonlinearity caused by the transition from elastic to plastic material behavior is
correctly determined by the AMV+ algorithm. Thus, highly nonlinear problems can be handled
with NESSUS.
Material resistance governs the structure's ability to withstand a stress condition. NESSUS
5.0 can treat the traditional reliability problem, defined as g = R - S where R is the resistance and
S is the sa'css, as well as more complicated reliability functions. For example, for fatigue crack
growth the reliability function is defined as
2[ a_t -,,a_ _ a_ -,,a_]
g=N/-No= No, n.2
C(2-n)(Ya_,'_)"
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where o,_ isobtainedfrom awTMte clement model, a_and aiarcthe finaland initialcrack
lengths,C isa crack growth materialpararnemr,n isthePariscrack growth power and Y isa
geometry factor.Failureoccurswhen Nr islessthan thedesign lifeNo. A very general
user-definedreliabilityfunctionoptionisprovided inNESSUS. Figure4 shows theresultsof a
probabilisticfatigueanalysis.
Structural risk with respect to cost is defined as the coupling of the probability of failure
and the consequences of failure. The NESSUS/RISK module couples the probability of failure
computed by the other NESSUS modules and the consequences of failure. In equation form this
is defined as
Risk = C0(x)+ Pl(x) C(x) + (1 - P/(x))NC (x)
where x isthe x_sponse quantity,Co(x)istheiniualcost,Pf(x)istheprobabilityof failure,C(x) is
thecostof failureand NC(x) isthecostof nonfailureor success. A schematic outlineof theRisk
module isshown inFigure 5. RISK can be run standaloneor inconjunctionwith
NESSUSfPFEM.
The capabilities for reliability, resistance and risk are all imegrated within NESSUS.
Figure 6 shows a schematic of thesolutionprocedure inNESSUS 5.0.The userdefinesthe
structure,theresistancemodel, the random inputs, and thefailm'¢consequences. NESSUS
computes theprobabilisticresponse includingsensitivityfactors,and the riskof failure.These
resultscan then be used fordecisionmaking by theuser.
NESSUS isbeing extended tosystem reliabilityproblems. One system reliabilityanalysis
method being developed isa probabilisticfaulttreeapproach. In thismethod, thebom)m events
are analyzed probabilisticallyand the probabilitydensltyfunctionsare integratedupwards m
demrminc theprobabilitydistributionof the topevem.
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NESSUS 5.0 CODE STRUCTURE
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CDF OF RADIAL STRESS FOR ELASTIC-PLASTIC CYLINDER
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RISK/COST ALGORITHM
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